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Alumni reunion set for Homecoming weekend
James Welch
Staff \Mritar

A host of activities from a
bonfire and pep rally to the
Honored Alumni Reunion will
mark Cal Poly’s Homecoming
1987, set for this weekend.
Cal Poly will salute the classes
of 1937, 1932. and 1962 as they
celebrate their 50th, 33th, and
23th anniversary reunions.
A proclamation ceremony at 11
a.m. on Thursday in the Univer
sity Union Plaza will open the

festivities for the homecoming
weekend.
At 8 that night, a bonfire and
pep rally will be held in the park
ing lot on Grand Avenue across
from Yosemite Hall. The Cal Po
ly Mustang Marching Band and
cheerleaders will be on hand to
set the mood for the days ahead.
Registration for the second
annual Laugh Olympics will
begin at noon on Friday at the
Alumni House. The games, in
which student clubs compete,
will be held from 2 to 4 p.m. on

Alumni House. The special gettogether will honor all past
presidents of the Cal Poly
Alumni Association.
The classes of 1937, 1932 and
1962 will gather at the Alumni
House from 10 a.m. to noon to
reminisce and meet with faculty,
staff and friends. The alumni
barbecue will start at noon in
Three-A cre Park near the
Business Administration and
Education Building. Cost for the
chicken barbecue is $8.30 per
person.

the softball field.
Alumni, guests and friends will
then gather at the Embassy
Suites Hotel (formerly the Park
Suite Hotel) for the Honored
Alumni Reception, dinner and
dance. Festivities start at 6:30
p.m. with dinner scheduled to
begin at 7:30. The University
Jazz Band will provide the dance
music. Cost is $20 per person for
the banquet and dance.
Activities on Saturday open
w ith a P a st P r e s id e n ts ’
Breakfast at 8:30 a.m. at the

j

The football action takes place
Saturday at 2 p.m. as the Cal Po
ly Mustangs play host to
Western Football Conference
rivals Portland State. Last year
the Mustangs lost, 66-7, but plan
to ta k e rev en g e w ith a
Homecoming victory.
A post-game reception is then
planned at the Alumni House,
and all alumni and friends of the
university are invited.
The weekend will close Sunday
morning with the traditional
Sac ALUMNI, page 4

Credit union
for campus
being studied

*

By Kristin Roncarali
Staff W rilar

An effort to establish a student credit
union on campus is being researched by an
ASI steering committee.
Tom Lebens, a junior electrical
engineering major and member of the
Student Senate, developed the idea to
form a student credit union on campus.

r

The steering committee is composed of
two representatives each from the ASI
president’s, vice president’s and con
troller’s office and one representative from
the community. It is headed by John
Moons, vice chair of the Student Senate.

4

Although the idea is stilt in the “ plann
ing and development’’ stages, two plans
have been discussed by steering commit
tee members.

y

In order for each of these plans to be
properly researched, two separate sub
committees were formed consisting ol
student, administrative and commimiiy
leaders.

.iC K Ît
Hara’a tha lataat In computer antica. Wairdwara, a divlalon of
Mainland Machine In San Lula Oblapo, haa davalopad a way to
haaala frlanda, anamlaa and aacrataiiaa. PC-Prankatar, Invented by
marketing director John Amea and taated on hla Innocent brother
Mark, lata a prankater put tha memory realdent program In an unauapectlng peraon’a boot diak or hard diak. After a certain number

Together with another senate member,
Donald Young, Lebens wrote a bill that
formed a steering committee. The steering
committee was formed, “ for the sole pur
pose of forming a student credit union,’’
said Lebens.

of keya are typed, an Image pope up on the acreen for an Inatant.
Thera are 10 Imagea, ranging from a cyclopa (above), to a flaaher, to
a creature who wage Ita tongue to a loud building evacuation warn
ing. Amee aald the quickneaa of the program’a execution haa made
aome peopla queatlon their own aanity. Program requirementa are:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible, 256K, DOS 2.0 or greater.

Lebens is a member of the six-person
subcommittee formed to research Plan B.
The first plan, and the one steering
committee members initially hoped to get
passed, discusses the possibility of ASI
forming its own student credit union
“ from scratch.’’ Lebens said, however, this
Sec CREDIT, page 4

Methods for evaluating teaching effectiveness reviewed
Report recommends possible ways
to measure and improve teaching
By Lawrence Anton
StaH Writer

A report recommending ways
to measure and improve the
teaching effectiveness at Cal Po
ly is being reviewed by the Aca
demic Senate.
The report, “ Measures for the
Evaluation of Instruction,’’ was
drafted by a special senate com
mittee established last year at
the urging of Malcolm Wilson,
vice president of Academic Af
fairs.
“ We think we’re effective. We

say we’re effective. But when
pinned to the wall, we don’t have
the evidence to back it up,’’
Wilson said during discussion of
the report at the last senate
meeting.
Jack Wilson, a professor of
mechanical
engineering
and
chairman of the senate ad hoc
committee that wrote the report,
said measuring and improving
undergraduate education has
become an important issue with
state educators and legislators in
light of a national study by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Ad

vancement of Teaching that
criticizes undergraduate educa
tion in the United States.
Though neither the California
State University system nor the
state Legislature require univer
sities to measure their instruc
tional effectiveness, they may in
the future. Jack Wilson said.
“ (Cal Poly) wanted to get a lit
tle ahead of them,” he said.
The University of California
system is sometimes guilty of
neglecting its undergraduate
students because of its emphasis
on graduate education and
research. Jack Wilson said. He
added that CSU universities. Cal
Poly in particular, are geared
primarily toward undergraduate
education and are not failing in
many of the areas addressed in

the Carnegie Foundation report.
Jack Wilson said before any of
the report’s recommendations
are implemented, several con
cerns need to be resolved: the
availability of funding, the
possible misuse of information
collected during evaluations and
whether measuring effectiveness
will in fact improve the quality of
education offered at Cal Poly.
The Gann initiative, which set

limits on state spending, has
made it difficult for CSU to get
the money necessary to fund new
programs.
Without funds from CSU to
hire additional employees to
assist in testing programs. Jack
Wilson said, it would be clifficuli
for the university to set up an ef
fective program because the
Sec TEACHING, page 4
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Editorial

Paying to park is
not a privelege

I
«

Perspactives/Jeff Kelly

They never said the birds
and bees worked like this
The explosive growth of the genetics industry
n the campus of Stanford University, a great
concrete monolith is rising, slowly pulled presents another danger, in some ways even more
insidious than an accidental resease. It is the very
skyward by a web of construction cranes. The
Center for Molecular and Genetic Medicine is a real possibility of genetics being used and abused
building, perhaps three times the size of SLO’s for the “ enhancement” of the human race. Para
Park Suite Hotel, that will be devoted solely to noid fantasy aside, human nature will tend to push
genetic engineering. At Stanford, UC San Fran genetic research in that direction, whether legal or
cisco, the National Institute of Health and other not.
Despite assurances from scientists about tight
research centers around the world, the Alphans are
laboratory
security, a thriving black market for
creating their own version of tomorrow in the lab
oratory, and this Betan is worried.
Genetic engineering is no longer the stuff of
science fiction novels. It has arrived on our front
porch and is banging on the door. By the year
2000, the genetics industry is expected to do $40
billion worth of business annually.
The technology is being promoted en
thusiastically by numerous young companies and
hundreds of scientists and professors. Many stand
to reap huge profits from all of this research, which
is being done in the complete absence of gov
ernment regulation. So far. Congress has not pass Human Growth Hormone exists in this country,
ed a single law governing the creation and use of with athletes being the primary consumers. No
body is quite sure where it is coming from. Dr.
genetically engineered life forms.
The proponents of the new technology point 10 William Taylor of the American College of Sports
the vast future potential of genetics to fight Medicine pointed out in Strength and Health
disease and improve the human condition. Human magazine that a new generation of hybrid hor
insulin and growth hormone are already being mones derived from genetic engineering techniques
produced by genetically altered bacteria. Resear will be available by 1988 — on the black market.
chers speak glowingly of an AIDS vaccine, con These new anabolics and hormones will be
undetectable with current testing procedures.
quering cancer and organic sources of energy.
Just this month, researchers announced the
But the skeptics, such as myself, argue that the
potential risks of this awesome power of science “ mapping,” by means of genetic “ signposts,” of 95
outweigh the benefits. Through equipment failure percent of the human genome, or genetic code.
or human oversight, a lifeform could be released While this offers new hope of curing disease, there
into nature that has virtually no natural enemies or is also an enormous new potential for abuse.
checks on its population. Many biologists who Research is now underway to put computers and
scoff at this possibility refuse to recognize that it robotics to work in interpreting and modifying
human genetic material.
has already happened.
At the rate the technology is moving, it is very
Thirty years ago, a group of Brazilian resear
likely
that we will see within our lifetimes the abil
chers was using highly agressive African bees in an
ity of genetic engineering to profoundly affect
experimental attempt to breed them with local
human characteristics such as hair color, height,
bees to improve honey production. Some of the
weight, even intelligence and personality. What
African bees were accidently released, rapidly
will such a world be like? Which members of socie
destroying the local bee population and spreading
ty will be able to afford, say, genetic treatments for
northward into Mexico. They have done enormous
their offspring and which will not? Scientists pay
damage to the honey industry in their path and
have killed scores of people in mass, swarming at lip service to these concerns, but the research con
tinues relentlessly. The real issue of genetics is
tacks. Efforts to stop their northward advance
have proven completely futile, and they are ex ultimately not technology, but power and human
potential.
pected to reach the United States by the end of the
The time has come for stringent and widespread
decade.
controls on genetic research, specifically that
The Brazilian beekeepers of 30 years ago were
research which seeks to improve “ defective”
performing a genetic experiment, using slow and
human genes. We Betans have the right to prevent
primitive methods of natural breeding. Today’s
profit-hungry scientists from turning our children’s
recombinant DNA technology is incomparably
swifter and more powerful. A number of arrogant
world upside down.
scientists, such as Stanford President Donald
Jeff Kelly thinks he is either a second or third year
Kennedy, are accusing anti-genetics activists of
senior in mechanical engineering, and is currently
paranoid ignorance, but the potential for
on a co-op assignment at Stafford University.
catastrophe has already been demonstrated.

O

Through equipment failure or
human oversight, a lifeform
could be released into nature
that has no natural enemies
or checks on its population.

never grow instead of shrinking all
W illthe ourtime?wallets
It appears not, especially after repeated
fee increases.
The latest drain comes from a raise in our parking
fees, of all things. After bumping quarterly registration
fees this fall, the powers that be must have figured that
they could move in for the kill while our checkbooks
were out. Well, maybe they were right.
Next fall, a parking jiermit will cost $36 for students
and staff, $13.50 more than the parking priveledge now
costs. All campuses in the CSU system are required to
raise their fees according to their dependence on
multilevel parking structures. Although Poly’s increase
is the lowest, at $12 per month, it is not justified. Cal
Poly obviously does not have any parking structures.
The fee increase is necessary to pay for existing park
ing .structures throughout the state, according to John
Sweeney, a Cal Poly student and CSU Trustee. He said
all parking fees go into one fund to pay for parking
structures according to need. Since Cal Poly has no
parking structures, it has no need, therefore it gets no
money.
Seem fair? Steve Blair, a California State Student
Association representative, believes not. He calls the
plan unfair because it requires schools without parking
structures to pay schools that have them. To deepen our
woes, Blair says Cal Poly has no plans to build any
“ multilevel parking structures,” and has only limited
plans to increase surface lots.
But maybe we shouldn’t complain, since our education
costs so little, relatively speaking. What’s another thir
teen bucks a quarter when we don’t even pay tuition?
But the issue here isn’t relatives. It’s principles. Poly
needs parking. We don’t seem to have enough, yet we’re
paying more for this inadequacy. We’re giving our
money away to schools we don’t attend as if we didn’t
need it. There’s something very wrong here. Can you
figure out what it is?

Letters to the editor

Wake up
and share
the planet
Editor:

I’m writing in response to Coleen Bondy’s Oct. 22 Insight article: Liberal vs.
Technical. I am a liberal electronics
engineering student who believes that this
school is too technically oriented. Coleen’s
article presented a number of good points,
but there was something that was
overlooked. That is, do the G.E. classes do
what they are intended to do?

I think there are too many students here
who are just interested in learning a pro
fession so they can earn a living when they
graduate. I think these people need to be
enlightened to the fact that we share this
planet with billions of people. When I’m
40 years old, I’m not going to look back on
my life and calculate how much progress
I’ve made by adding my earnings or
realizing all the improvements I've made
to our nuclear arsenal. I’m going to
measure my progress by realizing the con
tributions I’ve made to humanity.
Do these classes help give students a
sense of responsibility to .society as the
Cal Poly catalog suggests? 1 would hope
they do, but I’m a bit skeptical. 1 think
that for the students who realize a social
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Poly Royal is supposed 10
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this place, in theory, operai
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how it really operates. Tlic 'Menu' “ It’s
Our Style” doesn’t say anything. What’s
our style? Do we really want c\cryone to
know what our style is? It a>uld be very
damaging to the credibility of the univer
sity. The “ board,” in its infinite wisdom of
trying to stop misuse of the theme (e.g.
“ We Envision Double Vision” ) really
opened a Pandora’s Box. 1 can already ^cc
Delta Tau misusing the theme: “ It’s Our
Style To Be Vile” or “ It’s Our Style To
Humuna-humuna.”
— Roi'. . ,»».i,
Advadiainfl Slaft
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responsibility, the classes are enlighten
ing, but probably a bit unnecessary since
they already possess the qualities the
classes are offering. Other students who
have decided that society isn't worth sav
ing w ill definitely not benefit by the
classes, they will merely study enough to
their short-term memories a bit. There
still remains a large body o f students who
may benefit from general education classes
if the classes tough their lives in such a
way that they are inspired to become more
socially responsible.
Do diese classes perform that function?
I don't know. I don't know if anyone does,
but there are a lot o f us hoping.
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State
Manager says market valets
are ‘really for average person’
DANA POINT, Calif. (AP) — Manager Randy
Kruska’s supermarket valets aren’t just another flaky
Southern California trend, although the community’s
well-heeled yuppie establishment has shown some affec
tion for the service.
The Ralphs grocery store manager concedes valet ser
vice for shoppers might appear snooty, and he realizes it
probably wouldn’t work in many areas, but Kruska in
sists he’s not trying to cater to the rich.
“ We really don’t want this to be a ritzy-type deal for
the BMWs and the Mercedes-Benzes,’’ Kruska said out
side his store Monday, the fourth day of the company’s
two-month valet experiment. “ It’s really for the average
person.
“ It’s for anybody who wants an alternative to our
current parking.’’
Kruska, however, was somewhat chagrined when the
first person who chose to take advantage of the valet
Monday was driving a shiny black Mercedes-Benz 300
SD Turbo Diesel.
“ I think it’s wonderful,’’ said Liz Bain of Dana Point,
who had driven to the store with her 3-year-old daughter,
Kristen. “ I saw all these cars backed up and I said, ‘To
heck with it.’ ’’
Kruska figured by using the valets during peak
business hours, from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., he’d not only ease
the parking crunch in the main lot, but also give his
customers a sense of being cared for.
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World
Scientists creating microbes
to break down toxic wastes

Vandenberg Titan launch
successful after two failures

LAKE ARROWHEAD (AP) — Scientists are
isolating natural bacteria and inventing microbes that
can gobble toxic wastes, but they say much research is
needed before unleashing the microorganisms for chemi
cal dump clean up.

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE (AP) — The
first successful launch of a Titan 34D, reportedly carry
ing a spy satellite, after two failures in two years is of
“ tremendous significance’’ to America’s return to space,
says the secretary of the Air Force.
The nation’s most powerful unmanned rocket, bearing
what the Air Force would describe only as a classified
payload, lifted off at 1:32 p.m Monday.
If the payload were a spy satellite, the launch would
make a major contribution to the U.S. capability for
monitoring Soviet compliance with arms treaties,
civilian experts said.
A successful launch would mean “ we’re out of the
woods in terms of the threat of being blinded in space,’’
John Pike, a space policy expert for the Federation of
American Scientists in Washington, said before liftoff.
Air Force Secretary Edward C. Aldridge said the
launch was of “ tremendous significance to the nation’s
space program’’ because it “ allows us to resume laun
ching critical national security payloads on a regular
basis.’’
The launch was the first of a Titan 34D since April 18,
1986, when one of the rockets blew up on liftoff from this
base 170 miles northwest of Los Angeles. Another Titan
34D and its cargo were destroyed after launch from
Vandenberg on Aug. 28,1985.
The Titan 34D consists of a 161-foot-tall liquid-fueled
“ core’’ vehicle and two 96-foot solid-fuel booster rockets.

So far, researchers have been able to use bacteria to
break down such toxics as the wood preservative pentachlorophenol, the pesticide parathion and the herbicide
2,4,S-T, said Dennis Focht, a professor of soils and
microbiology at UC Riverside.
Focht and his colleagues have been able to get bacteria
named Pseudomonas putida to degrade dichlorobenzene,
which helps make up the toxic PCBs, or polychlorinated
biphenyls, that leak from electric transformers and
junked television sets.
During the summer. General Electric researchers used
a strain of Pseudomonas on PCBs that once were
sprayed to keep down dust at a drag strip near Schenec
tady, N.Y., but the bacteria were far less effective in the
field than in the laboratory.
Other scientists have used microorganisms to remove
toxic chemicals named TCE and TCA from groundwater.
Efforts to get microbes to eat toxics and turn them
into harmless chemicals were outlined by several scien
tists Monday as during a symposium on biotechnological
methods to reduce the use and persistence of agricultural
chemicals.
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Union. This option would alU>w
SESLOC to open up an office m
the University Union. The se
cond option, under consideration
by the steering committee,
From p«Ke 1
idea was placed on the back would be for ASI to sponsor its
burner when it was discovered own credit union under the
the national body that oversees supervision of SESLOC.
Lebens said he feels a student
student credit unions would not
credit
union on campus would be
recogni/o those credit unions
formed after Jan. I, 1988. Lebens a valuable service to students
said the chances of ASI forming because it would offer students
a student credit union by this greater convenience in t h e ir
date are unlikely; however, the banking needs. Some of the 'Cisubcommittee researching 'Ins vices that would be made .tvail
able to students with a cieiJii
plan arc requesting an exteiiMuti
union would be interest e a in iiu ’
to the Jan. I deadline.
checking
and savings a c c o u n ts ,
In the event the original plan
as well as the possibility to take
might not work, an alternate vs
proposed by the committee. Ilus out short-term lo a n s b e tw e e n
alternate plan involves two $200 and S500 each q iia i l e t .
Lebens said he is uiisine what
possibilities.
action
would be taken it .i sin
The first option wouM in • I-v
dent
defaulted
on a loan. One
a joint contract between ASI ,uul
SESLOC (School Employees i possibility might be to place a
See CREDIT, page 6
San l.uis Obispo County) Crain

CREDIT

TEACHING
From page 1

faculty and staff already have a
heavy workload.
The program would be nice, he
said, “ but don't ask us (the
faculty) to do it out of our hide
because if we do then programs
we’re already involved in arc go
ing to suffer."
Evaluations are often used by
administrators when consitUen
promotions or teniiie. Jack
Wilson said.
“ Any time you stait lalkine
about evaluating people, thev'ro
very
obviously
conccincd
because there’s always a chance
of it being misused,” he said.
“ We tried to — in our report —
say we don’t want this to be used
to evaluate faculty, we want it to
evaluate the effectiveness of in

struction.
Another consideration before
beginning such a program, he
said, is to determine if the
recommendations when put into
practice will help.
“ I’m not sure how you measure
how effective those evaluation
tools are,” he said. “ You could
get into a very sophisticated
evaluation program — do it for
five years — and you’d have to
evaluate; Is that evaluation pro
gram effective? It may be
counterproductive. That’s a real
possibility.”
The Academic Senate will con
tinue its study of the report,
seeking comments and sugges
tions from faculty to determine if
the senate should endorse the
recommendations.
The report is divided into foui
areas where specific action per
taining to the evaluation and
improvement of instruction is

recommended.
First, one way to measure ef
fectiveness, the report says, is to
have the “ university organize
regular and systematic evalua
tion by an appropriate peer
group and perhaps an adm in is ta to r
or
te st
consultant ... “ This group would
review the tests that instructors
give as well as other instruments
used to measure student lourniiic
to determine if they’re ap
propriate and effective.
S^ond, it recommends that
“ faculty be encouraged to con
sider
adopting
standardized
comprehensive examinations ap
propriate to their programs.”
Third, departments should
survey graduates and major
employers of Cal Poly graduates,
the report recommends, to obtain
information about the quality of
education and the areas that
could be improved.
Finally, instructors should be
evaluated by both students aiul
other faculty, with the results
being correlated. Faculty con
ducting the evaluations, the
report says, should be given
release time — fewer classes to
teach — to compensate for the
additional work load.

ALUMNI
From page 1
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Senior Alumni Breakfast. Plann
ed for the Staff Dining Room, it
will feature the induction of all
alumni from the class of 1937 in
to the Golden Fifties Club. The
cost is $7 per person.
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dinner w ith soup or
salad, ranch beans and
San Luis Sourdough
for only
W ednesday T?ights on ly
5:30- 9:OOpm
I•> ,

/'i.b

Wine Street Inn
In the ccllcr of T he N etw ork
S 4 3 -4 4 8 8

M

» • '

Vision Advanced...
...to the furthest degree of engineering
perfection and technical expertise. At Kaiser
Electronics we design, develop and produce
advanced real-time avionics display systems to
meet critical information needs in current and
future airborne environments.

We will be on campus, Thursday, N o ve m b e r
12th, and invite individuals with a BS/MS in
Electrical or Mechanical Engineering or
Computer Science to experience the Kaiser
*A g ile Eye" helmet integrated display first hand.

Kaiser's industry leading advancements include
wide field of view display employing holographic
techniques and expanding developments in
color displays.

Please contact the Placement Office to schedule
an interview or for more information.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Proof of U.S. Citizenship is
required.

NEED A RESUME
FAST?
NO PROBLEM!
Get the

PDQ* RESUME
from
Tintype Graphic Arts

$39.95

Pick up a copy of
our free booklet
at the
El Corral Bookstore
Service Counter

544-9789
*Pretty Durn Quick

LIFÍC ST Y LE
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College homosexuality
Cal Poly’s gay
community finds
support system
through union
By April Karys
staff Writer

The barrage of homework, lab exercises, term papers
and tests makes life for the average Cal Poly student
anything but easy. But the small gay community on
campus must also cope daily with the added burden of
discrimination and, sometimes, harassment.
“ It’s the subtle discrimination that’s the hardest to
bear,” said Gene Caligari, 21-year-old biology junior and
president of the Gay and Lesbian Student Union. “ You
always have to ask yourself: ‘Do they know I’m gay?’
‘Did I say that too loud?’ Overt discrimination you just
deal with. But I should have the freedom to say what I
want to say. I should have the freedom to talk about my
daily activities.’’
The Gay and Lesbian Student Union meets weekly on
campus. Between 10 and 15 people show up for the
meetings, but there are about 50 in the club, said GLSU
vice president Laura Jimenez, an English junior.
“ Being gay gives you instant accessibility to friends
because we accept each other,’’ she said. “ We know gays
need a support system and that they’re not going to get
it from the heterosexual community, especially here.’’
Most harassment of gays is subtle, often taking form of
cold shoulders, ignoring and rigidness, said Jimenez, who
is 19.
“ I’d say there are three types of treatment we get from
heterosexuals,” she said. “ Those who accept us and have
no problem, those who ignore us and pretend we are not
there, and hostile homophobics who leave dirty messages
on my answering machine, chase us down the streets, and
otherwise harass us.”
Jimenez is open about her lifestyle with everyone she
knows. She said when she first started letting people
other than her family members know she is gay, she lost
a lot of friends.
“ Their rationale was that they could not trust me
because they had not been told everything,” Jimenez
said. “ It was almost as if they had been lied to. I under

*I*d say there are three types o f treatment
we get from heterosexuals: Those who ac>
cept us and have no problem, those who
ignore us and pretend we are not there, and
hostile hom ophobics who leave dirty
messages on my answering machine, chase
us down the streets, and otherwise harass
_____________

stand that this is their rationale for feeling uncomfortable
with me.
“ I decided that I don’t need to deal with it. So I decid
ed to tell everyone. I’ll make it terribly obvious. If they
don’t care, that’s wonderful. If they do, then I don’t need
it.”
Jimenez does not consider her attitude positive or neg
ative, but simply a way of dealing with adversity. It is a
way of putting her sexuality in the same perspective
heterosexuals put theirs — after their humanity. She says
her stance is the exception, rather than the rule.
“ Many gays who get a negative reaction go deeper into
the closet,” she said, raising her eyebrows. “ One guy I
know plays straight as a defense because he’s had a lot of
bad experiences. My defense is to tell everyone.”
But telling everyone is not always easy, particularly
when it includes a person’s parents. Anne, a junior in
animal science and member of GLSU, told her parents
she is a lesbian in August.
“ My mother keeps trying to remind me that it’s just a
phase,” she said, rolling her brown eyes ceilingward. “ My
father was at first silent, then negative. That hurt,
because my father and I had been very close, and it’s put

a strain on
our relationship.”
Anne, who is from
the Bay Area, told
h er
p a r e n ts
about
her
hom osexuality
be
c a u se
she
has
been
b e c o m in g h e a v ily in v o lv e d
a c tiv is m .
She
in
gay
didn’t want her parents to find
h er
lif e s ty le
from
out
about
Also, she
television or newspapers.
said, she was afraid they might withdraw
financial support for the education she planned to
start here a month later.
They didn’t stop supporting her, but Anne’s father
threatened to do so if her name was ever printed or
broadcast in conjunction with topics relating to
homosexuality. So she uses the her middle name only,
and declines to be photographed or filmed for interviews.
Jimenez told her parents two summers ago, although
she says she’s known she is gay since she was about 5.
Jimenez said her mother was accepting. Her father
doesn’t talk about it.
“ 1 had a fairly good reaction,” she said. “ Many people
are disowned by there parents or worse. That’s why it’s
so hard to tell your parents. You’ve got to be ready to be
alone. You’ve got to be financially and emotionally
stable.”
Housing can also be a problem.
“ Last year I was kicked out of my place,” said Caligari.
“ My landlady found out I’m gay at the end of January
from a story in the Mustang Daily. She asked me to be
out by Feb. 5.
“ My roommates (who are straight) and I had been
looking for a another place anyway. They gave notice and
we found one, so it was not as disastrous as it could have
been.”
Jimenez, meanwhile, faced a similar experience. She
lived with two women —■ one knew she is gay. She was
elected vice president of GLSU in January, and decided
to tell her other roommate.
“ I told her because I didn’t want her to find out from
any other source,” Jimenez said, adding that this occur
red before she adopted her policy of telling everyone
about her lifestyle.
“ She decided after a couple of weeks that she couldn’t
live with me, and that one of us would have to leave,”
said Jimenez. “ It came down to 1 would have to leave.
The other roommate agreed that it would be ‘easier’ if I
moved out. This was Wednesday. I was out by Friday.”
Jimenez said that, while it was a horrible way to learn,
she found then she has a support system in her gay
friends.
“ There was a lot of self-doubt,” she said. “ T m not fit
to live with’ is what goes through your head. But a friend
let me have an extra room until I found a place to live.
They were all very supportive.

"I don’t mean
to sound bigoted;
my h e te ro s e x u a l
friends were there for
me too. But it’s different.
Someone who gets kicked
out of a place because they’re
a certain race or religion
would understand. Hut soiikoik
who sees it and sympathizes wouldn't
understand because they’ve nevei had
to go through it and feel those emotions.’’
A lth o u g h
Jim en ez
lO und s u p p o r t,
A n n e ’s m ove h ere in » S ep te m b er was
difficult for her because the Central Coast
lacks the network of gay organizations she left behind in
the Bay Area.
“ I’m having problems because it’s my first quarter
here,” she said. “ 1 came out in San Francisco, where I
didn’t have to worry as much. I was so active up there,
up to a couple of days before I came here. I went from
what we call Gay Mecca to the biggest closet in Califor
nia. I don’t like closets — I’m afraid of the dark.”
Caligari agreed that it’s hard for gays to be open here,
saying that on many college campuses up north, while
it’s not condoned, it is possible for gays to show affection
for their partners without the harassment they would
receive here.
“ Here, you can’t even think about holding your lover’s
hand and, because of the oppression, you feel you can’t
even talk to him.”
Jimenez and Caligari attribute the lower success n .e of
homosexual than heterosexual relationships in part to
this constraint on public displays of aflcciion. Caligari
says that group strife also contributes to the probf .i.
“ The gay community here is so small thm even within
it, people see a couple break up ami v;r O h gi»od —
there’s one more single person.’
S(.cn luoi le try to
break couples up.”
Trying to find a partner in the lirsi place poses yet
other problems.
“ You have to be real sneaky,” said Anne. “ I’m single
and I’m looking. So I find ways to let other gay women
know I’m a lesbian in ways the straight community won’t
be able to tell.”
Most gays do not carry their sexuality foremost in
their self-identities, yet that is what the heterosexual
world identifies them by, said Caligari. And while
Jimenez chooses not to hide her sexual preleience, she
also finds being labeled by it annoying.
“ To me being gay is not my life,” she said. ‘T in not a
professional lesbian. It’s not what I’m getting Miy degree
in and not what I hope to practice when 1 get out of
school.”
Our sexuality is not a choice, but how we deal with it is,
said Caligari.
“ That’s something a lot of people don’t believe,” he
said. “ They just can’t imagine it.”
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_________________________ puses have successful credit
unions, including UCLA and San
Jose State. Lebens said steering
committee members have ’’dealt
From page 4
closely” with representatives
hold on the student’s records un from UCLA’s credit union.
til he could pay back the loan.
In anticipation of forming
Installation of an automated some kind of a strong working
teller m achine is an o th er relationship on this project with
possibiliy being discussed if the SESLOC, Lebens has drafted a
credit union is approved.
letter to the agency’s board of
Lebens said a number of cam- directors.
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CENTRAL COAST SURPLUS
that you could wear again
& again...
• Safari Outfits
• Camouflage Gear
• Flight Jackets
• Sailor Shirts
• And Accessories Galore!
341 Higuera
541-8006
Mon-Fri
S a t i0 -5 p m

I

A T H L E T IC S

A T H L E T IC S H O ES
ORIGINAL
PRICE

CURRENT
SALE

CURRENT
SALE

so ^ o p r

■XTRA
20%OPP

Aisi Deluxe

Special Group

Athletic Shoes

TO$37

Special Croup

Athletic Shoes

.29.99

TO$6$

19.99

Spalding NBA
Syn. Leather Basketb;
Spalding Top Fllte

to$70

24.99

volleyball (biem)

Special Croup

Athletic Shoes

14.99

Athletic Shoes

to$6S

29.99

IQ M

29.99

2 3

.59.99

4 7 M

Prince

Spectrum Frame

m

. 24.99

Prince

Special croup

2 3

159.99

m

127««

Special croup

.39.99

A T H L E T IC A P P A R E L

____

P u tte rs ................EXTR A 2 0 % O F F
Men% Main Event

w a rm u p s....................

24.99

womeifs Main Event

w a rm u p s....................

24.99

mmmm 1^* « » » « h all/

30% ore

1 9 **|so ftb a ll Cloves........ufg sue

Men’s Puma Libra

w a rm u p s....................
Junior

warm ups isize 7-i8). . .

49.99
16.99
19.99

I KMICrunch

special Group

Lycra T lp h ts................

Excel Brutus I

I se e I incline B e n ch ...........199.99

Mummy B a g ................ 89.99
Peak-1 compact

Travel P a c k ................
Peak-1 Youth

19.99

Frame P a c k ................ 44.99

Board............ 24.99

wesio

40" Jogging Tramp . .29.99
«m iA

Keity 10«

t s v

{Excel

CA M PIN G
7 fM

I Bollinger

Ergom eter Bike . . . .149.99

119»»

'le a th e r weight Belt .15.99

12»*

Iw elder 4*

15»»f
--■ *1

1 » **|

A ccesso rie s......... B irn iA 2 0 % O E E

O aO B ER 29TH
ONLY!

P a v l a s ............. « K T I w a O ^ O E E l
en hand, w t rv M T M tiM rta m to rafM M I

C o p e la n d ^ s

S p o r t s

962 Monterey
S a n L U lS O M s p a 5 4 3 - 3 6 6 5

...is an elaborate beach resort in the Western
Pacific that caters to guests who want to be
entertained, play water sports and tennis,
sun, fun and even hang-glide! We have open
ings for...

RECREATION COORDINATORS
& ENTERTAINERS

E X E R C IS E

19*»

Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf?
Dance? Sing? Play a guitar or other musical
instrument? Are you interested in an oppor
tunity to learn Japanese? Or are you just a
great personality who can entertain and inspire
others into having the time of their lives? If
you can do one or more of these activities,
we have the job for you.

PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB...

Golf B alls............. EXTR A 2 0 % O P E
Isiotline

WANT A FUN JOB
ON A
TROPICAL ISLAND?

Persons to organize and instruct water and
beach sports, direct games, arts & crafts, and
to perform in matinees, dinner shows and
pool-side skits. Applicants should be high
energy, extroverted outdoor types with
recreation, sports or theatrical experience.
Intermediate skills in the sports and activities
described are preferred; ability to communi
cate in Japanese is not required. However, the
willingness to learn basic Japanese language
skills is necessary. If you're serious about
your career, would like to take advantage of
this opportunity to break into the Pacific Rim
explosion, and can come work and play with
us for six months, then grab your resume
and come to the meetings and interviews to
be held on
November 5 ,1 9 8 7
For inform ation regarding tim e and
place, p lea se contact
Karen Archambeault at the
Placem ent Center (8 0 5 )7 5 6 -2 5 0 1
By the way, we are an Equal O pportuni^ Employer and
all U.S. laws apply on our little island...incluaing the one
requiring you to show proof oi eiigibility
to work in the U.S. This means we need
to see a birth ceittficate,
passport, work permit
or oiner appropiiate
documentation indicat
ing such eligibility.

Mustang Daily
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SCOREBOARD
Soccer
CCAA STANDINGS '
T e a m .........................

W

CAL P O L Y ..............
CS Northridge........
CS Dominguez Hills
Chapman................
Cal Poly Pomona . .
CS Bakersfield . . . .

Volleyball
NCAA TOP 10
1. Hawaii
2. Pacific
3. Brigham Young
4. Stanford
5. UCLA
6. Colorado State
7. Nebraska

8. Illinois
9. Kentucky
10. Texas
16. CAL POLY

Playoff spot in sight
as Poly goes on road
The Cal Poly soccer team will
try to bolster its playoff chances
when it challenges Cal State
Dominguez Hills today on the
Toros’ home field.
The Mustangs (8-3-2 overall
and 5-0-1 in the California Col
legiate Athletic Association) is
tied for the conference lead with
Cal State Northridge. The
league champion receives an
automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament. Cal Poly and Nor
thridge tied in their first meeting

UCLA coaching
legend to speak
in Santa Maria

this season and face each other
again next week.
The Mustangs defeated Dom--

SOCCER
inguez Hills, 5-2, earlier this
month in a Tight-marred match.
Dan Campbell, Cal Poly’s leading
scorer, was injured in that game
and probably will not be avail
able tor the rest of the regular
See PLAYOFFS, page 8
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Coast United Way, which is try
ing to raise $1.3 million.
Among the players Wooden
coached are Lew Alcindor (now
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar) of the
l.akers, the Celtics’ Bill Walton,
current UCLA head coach Walt
Hazzard and former ’’Hill Street
Blues” star Michael Warren. He
has been a television commen
tator, and was named father of
the year in 1964 and grandfather
of the year in 1975.
Tickets are $15 and may be
obtained at the San Luis Obispo
United Way. lor more informa
tion, call 922-0329.

Legendary basketball coach
John Wooden, who guided UCLA
to 10 national championships,
will share his ’’Pyramid of Suc
cess” philosophy at a luncheon
Thursday in Sanu Maria.
The event, which will be held at
11:30 at the Elks Lodge, is spon
sored by Southern California Oas
Co. It will benefit the Central

DELICIOUS

HAM BURGERS

Halloween run Thursday
Halloween enthusiasts can test
their costumes on the go by par
ticipating in Rec Sports’ fourth
annual Halloween fun run
Thursday afternoon.
The 5-kilometer race, scheduled
for 4:15 p.m., will begin at the
Health Center and conclude in
the U.U. Plaza. It will have divi
sions for men, women, wheelchair
athletes and centipedes. Awards
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will be given to top finishers and
runners with the most creative
costumes.
Runners have until 4 p.m.
Thursday to register in the Rec
Sports ofTice. The entry fee is $6
for those who want a T-shirt and
S3 for those who do not. Runners
who register on Thursday must
add SI. For more information,
call 7S6-1366.

GOOD CHILI BEANS

Scrubby & Lloyd's
‘ ' 'R

. . .’L '

iPtN MDM MU' 4 t M 10 1 P M
)4IWS|it>

U

)Rl(W<
I M 10 8 P M
'• t M l() S P M

1136 CARMtl

• S4N luis OBISPO

CLASSI FI p: d
Typing

Events
IS YOUR GPA AT LEAST 3.0'>
LOOKING FOR SOME LITERARY FUN“?
JOIN US AT SIGMA TAU DELTA
CAL POLY S CHAPTER OF THE
NATIONAL ENGLISH HONOR SOCIETY
BE THERE THIS THURS 11 00 AM
22-220

HAPPY
HALLOWEEN

ATTENTION ALL SKI
CLUB

Saturday Oct 31 is A big Day'!
Tailgate parly at 11 00AM bus Lawn
Remember your green shirts'!'!"
Halloween Party that night.
Costume contest 1st prize
NEW SKIS'""

'Society for Advancement of Mgmt."
Meets Thur 11AM AG ENG 123

GAYS/LESBIANS

GLSU meeting on Wed. in MHE152 at 7pmCome test your 'SCRUPLES'la game for the
whole FAMILY to play)

SCE MEETING

This Wed 7:30pm ENG 13-118
Speaker Colleen Jones of Chevron
Topic: Civil Engineers in the
Oil Industry Plus: slides, coffee
CHEVRON SCHOLARSHIP AJAARDS

SCE PRESENTS

EIT REVIEW MANUALS ON SALE AT
THIS WEEK S SCE MEETING
WED OCT 28 ENGR 13-118
Society of Women Engineers and
Composites Club Joint Meeting
Mon Nov. 2 Graphic Arts 106 6:30 pm
Guest Speaker-Hughes Aircraft
Intro to Composites & Satellite
Applications
TECHNICAL MAJOR
RESUME BOOK
ALL TECHNICAL MAJORS CAN SUBMIT
A COPY OF THEIR RESUME TO GREG
STONE AT ASME S WEEKLY MEETING.
THURSDAYS 11 00 SCI E-27.
OR BRING IT TO THE ASME MAILBOX
IN THE ME DEPT THERE IS NO COST
TO YOU!

WATER
SKI!

No its not too late-Trips planned MTG Wed
at 7:30 in Sci No 206

Carrer Planning Wbrkshop November 3rd Coun
seling Services 546-2511_________________

MORALITY VS MORALITY-DR PETER
WILKES AND DH SCRIVEN WILL
DEBATE-Thurs.Oct 29 7pm Chumash
OOOOH DAWGIEf!
Its Carol Stelling s 21st
Birthday' Have a good one hon'
LuvYa K & N ______ ____
OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY OVERSEAS
eSU INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
SLIDESHOW
TH OCT 29 11 00 CP THEATRE
QUESTIONS ADMIN 315 756-1477
THE DEADLiNE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD-

V^NCE

_____

WATCH FOR PETER WILKES IN THE
UU WED-FRI'HE WILL DISCUSS
MANY DIFFICULT QUESTIONS'
W IN T E R S P E C IA L ' ALL REVD SUN
GLASSES 10% OFF TEH SEA BARN AB

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
A FRIEND FOR LIFE

PUBLIK
NUISANCE

Fast, accurate typing S5 mm $1 50 page
Victoria 541-8493
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
CALL BONNIE 543-0520 EVES
I'm still typing For work You can trust, call
Susie 528-7805 Thanks

PUMPKINS lor all ol your Dances
and parties call 549 9284
Wanted used MacllorSE lor a reason
able price 773-1966 evenings

Mopeds & Cycles
650 NIGHTHAWK
DESPARATE TO SELL
EXCEL BIKE-FUN"
CALL LATE 544 3982
H6-HONDA SPREE GOOD CONDITION HI
MPG $380 FIRM MATT 541-6132

For more info call 543-0283

Bicycles

DON T MISS THE EVENT OF THE
YEAR' AMA S HALLOWEEN PARTY
ON TIGERS FOLLY FRI OCT 30
SIGN UP NOW SPACES LIMITED
DETAILS AT lyTTG TUES 9/27 11 00

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
CALL KAREN 544-2692

HALLOWEEN BASH

When Fri Oct 30 8 -12am
Where: Pismo Vets Hall
Live band, door prizes, only S5
For more into call SLY 96
Cash Prizes for best costume

REC SPORTS~FOURTH ANNUAL HALLO
WEEN FUN RUN THURSDAY OCTOBER
29 AT 4 15pm FOR MORE INFO GO
TO THE REC SPORTS OFFICE-UU118

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona). laser printer w 100 ♦ typo fonts stu
dent rates.9am-6pm M-Sat.544 2591
Using Word Processing on Your
Senior Project Saves Timo'Monoy"
Computer Education Sves 528-5049

Miscellaneous

CORRECTION:

THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE. NOT
12 00 NOON

Travel

\

Where are you"^
Call me at the Daily
We'll do lunch Kim

Party Animals'For erotic entertainment.Kattalena strips772-5809

•**SKI 7th HEAVEN“ *
WHISTLER & BLACKCOMB MTS
BRITISH COLOMBIA DEC 12-21
S465 INCL AMTRAK SLO-WWSH + BUS
LODGING SKI PASSES PLUS MORE
FOR MORE INFO CALL 546-8612 OR
COME TO GULLIVERS TRAVEL (IN UU)
DEADLINE NOV 18"HU R R Y IN ASAP

BRECKENRIDGE Co.

Dec 12-19 for only S299 includes
Transportation Lodging.Liftticket
and Much Much more Spots are going
FAST
Sign up at the UU from 10-2
Come PLAY with the CAL POLY SKI CLUB

BLOOD DRIVE

Oct 29 9:00-2 00
Chumash Aud
Sponsored by
PHI KAPPA PSI

1986 NISHIKI PRESTIGE 12 SPEED
RACING BIKE 24 IN LIKE NEW LOTS
OF EXTRAS PAID $400 SELLING
FOR $229 544 0198 KEEP TRYING
Men s IBspeed SR Semipro EXC cond
23' Extras $195 756-2579/544-8365
SCHWINN CRUISER
GREAT CONDITION $125 00
CALL 549-9503

Automobiles
67 VW BUG UGLY RUNS GREAT $900
OR BEST OFFER 772-3031
70 EL CAMINO 350V8 AUTO PS RUNS
OK GOOD FOR PARTS OR TRASHER $250
COMPLETE CHEVY 350 MOTOR $175
STOCK HOOD & REBUILT REAR AXLE $100
BOTH FIT 70/72 CHEVELLE EL CAMINO
543-0239

Room m ates
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SHARE NEW PINE CREEK CONDO
FULLY FURNISHED WASHER/DRYER
543-0893,546-8956.528-6757
HELP ROOMMATE WANTED
OWN ROOM IN THREE BEDROOM SLO
HOUSE NEAR POLY WASHER.DRYER.HOT
TUB CALL DON 543-1639
Wanted fern to share large 1
bedroom apt w/ pool Near Poly
546-8038

H ous^

KELLY GROH and KARA TRAPP
Welcome 1o our happy little(?)
Sigma Kappa family!
Love Bird dog
ROSEMARY FARAO
Im fired up to be your AGR Big
Big. Get psyched for an awesome
time pledging. Love. ????________
SIGMA CM , ALPHA PHI IS IN
A DERBY DAZE OVER YOUfll

WE ARE FAMILY!

Congrats Alice 0 Kiefle
Joanna Banana you re awesome
Love Ya Both. Shirley. Wanted

Lost: Women's burgandy leather
wallet in or near El Corral
bookstore on Wednes 10-21 Reward
541-5085

SI 0-S660 WEEKLY/UP MAILING CIRCULARS
RUSH self addressed stamped envelope
Dept.AN-7CC-BAI. 9300 Wilshire Blvd Suite
470 Beverly Hills. CA 90212
girl MWF
CHILO CARE: for 2yr old ^i
8 to 10 on campus in Poly C>anyon
S3.50 an hr. Call 543-9612.
WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS
IN 30 DAYS GUARANTEED! 481-1128

BIKE BROKE?
LET THE CAL POLY WHEELEMN FIX IT.
TRUE IT. GREASE IT OR ADJUST ITFOR ONLY S2.00 UUPLAZA10/28 10am4pm___________________________________

EARN 30 CENTS A BOOK
SELL US YOUR USED PAPERBACKS
CHECK AT CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR
MORE DETAILS • EL CORRAL

Halloween Blood Drive tomorrow
from 9-2 in Chum ash— please give
Student Health A dviso^ Council

COSTUME PARTY

EARLY
WOLLARD

Diabetes Support Group Meeting
Thursday Oct 29th 11am in the
Health Center Conference Room.
All those affected by diabetes
welcome Call 756-1211 for more
information.

I W N T TO SUCK
YOUR BLOOD

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST IBM PC
NEAR CAMPUS 543-0550

Sat Oct 31 with

HOMECOBi^G PINS
with or without CORSAGE
FOR SALE UU PLAZA 11AM SAIFD
OCT 29 and 30
Available at POLY PLANT FLORAL

EXPERIENCED TYPIST $1 75 PAGE 5410488 DAY 541 4761 EVE PEGGY

ASI Films invites you to
a costume party' Wed 10/28
PSYCHO 7pm PSYCHO 2 9 30
Come in costume, you may
win a prize'

For Sale

ARE YOU BUF? PROVE IT! ENTER REC
SPORTS WEIGHTLIFTING CONTEST WED
NOV 4 7PM IN THE MAIN WEIGHT ROOM
FEE IS SI .00. CONTEST HAS 8 WEIGHT
CLASSES SIGN UP IN REC SPORTS OR
AT GOLD S GYM FOR MORE INFO CALL
LADEANE RUSTAD 543-9152. PRIZES!!

Do you need a costume or a special dress
made, or just altrations done? Then call Tammy
543-3545_______________________________

IMPORTANT INFO:
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TW O DAYS IN
ADVANCE.

LOGO CONTEST
REC SPORTS NEEDS A FACELIFT'
ENTER OUR LOGO CONTEST AND
SHARE YOUR INNOVATIVE CREATIVITY
WITH THE REC SPORTS STAFF
WINNER WILL HAVE THE PRESTIGIOUS
PRIVILEGE OF HAVING THEIR DESIGN
UTILIZED ON ALL REC SPORTS
PROMOTIONAL PIECES SEE PAT IN
UU 118 FOR MORE DETAILS

WWNT TO HAVE A GOOD TIME WHILE
GETTING MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE”»
REC SPORTS IS TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR FITNESS AND LIESURE CLASS C O 
ORDINATOR S5 20 PER HOUR 20 HRS
PER WEEK APPLY IN UU 118 BEFORE
NOVEMBER 4

DESK. SOLID WOOD S95 543-7261

DORM
LOFTS

INCLUDES HOUSING APPROVED
DESIGN, INSTRUCTIONS, HARDWARE
PRECUT LUMBER. PREDRILLED HOLES.
QUICK AND EASY ASSEMBLY. CALL
MATT 544-6890

2BDRM HOUSE for rent in Morro
Bay 650/mo Newly remodeled,
white water view 544-9343
DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starling at $395 Low Security Deposits Phone
Daily 9am-6pm, 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR

BUYING A HOUSE?For a free list of all the
affordable houses/condos for sale in SLO,
includir>g condos near poly, call Steve Nelson
543- 8370. Farrell Smyth,inc leave msg
Condos & Homes for sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite C21 541-3432
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale in
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou. Real
tor, 543-0803
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CALENDAR

Correction
in the Tuesday, Oct. 27 edition
r Mustang Daily on page 6,
lanufacturing professor Archie
heda was mistakenly identified
I a photo as student Pete
uyon. Mustang Daily apolozes to both Cheda and Guyon
>r the misuke.

Wednesday
•Peter Wilkes, pastor of South
Hills Community Church, will be
speaking in the U.U. Pla/a at II
a.m. He is sponsored by the Poly
('hrisiiun I ellowship.

thursday
•e S U ’s International Pro
grams will present a slide show
on studying abroad Thursday at
II a.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre
Program representatives a:ul
returning students will be avail
able for questions.
•Philosophy Professor Larry
Houlgate will be speaking on
"The Constitution, Equal Op
portunity, and the Family"
Thursday at 11 a.m. in U.U. 220
The event is part of the Arts and

•Kenneth Ferrell, the I niver
sity of California’s vice president
for agriculture, will speak on
“ The Role and Responsibility of
Public Agricultural Research"
Thursday at 3 p.m. in Chumash
Auditorium and again at 7;30
p.m. in the UC Extension
Auditorium at 2I56 Sierra Way.
This is the first lecture in a series
of special distinguished speakers.
Admission is free. The series is
finded by a grant from the GTE
Foundation.
•A budgeting w orkshop,
"Managing Your Money,” will be
presented Thursday at 2 p.m. in
U.U. 219. Its goal is to teach
students how to live a high qual
ity life on limited resources. The
workshop is sponsored by the
Financial Aid Office.
•Crucial DBC and Fronteir
Wives will perform Thursday at
9 p.m. at the Grange Hall, 28(X)
Broad St. The event is a benefit

Humanities I ccture Senes.
•Peter Wilkes, p a s io i o t S o u ih
Hills Comnuiniiy ( l u i u l t . wi l l he
speaking in
the I .1
Thursday at 11 a.m. He is >p»ui
sored by the Pi>ly ( h r i s n . i i
Fellowship.
•A Blood Drive will be lieUl iii
Chumash Audiuirium IluiiNd.iv
from 9 a.m. lo 2 p.m. It is s|ion
sored by the Siiidem Healili
Advistiry ( Duiieil.
•The l■ollMh Amuial HalU>w
eeii
lull Run will heeiii
Tluirsday at
4:l . ^ p i n . at the
Health ( enter. Ilie run is s|n)ii
sored by Rec Spvirts.
•Philosopliv Proiesst)!
I al
Scriven and Peier Wilkes, pasu>r
of South
HillsComnuiniiy
Church, will debate on "Do you
have to be religion- to be
moral?” Thursday at 7 p.m. m
Chum ash A uditorium .
I he
debate is sponsored b \ Polv
Christian Fellowship.

^ J .J

SOCCER
From page 7
season.
“ We are the better team abili
ty-wise,"
said head coach
Wofgang Gartner. “ But offen
sively they are a very physical
team."
Campbell and Tim Hire lead
the team in scoring with si\
goals each. Pat Dwyer and Poe
Allen each have four goals.

FREE!'^

BE READY
FOR THE
GET
CUFFS TEST
PREPARATION
GUIDE.

for SLO Transitions, a non-profit
organization dedicated to provide
help to homeless and disturbed
people in the area. Admission is
$5 at the door.
•Charles Brown will be speak
ing on "Numerology — Facts
and Fiction” at noon in the
I acuity Staff Dining Room. The
speech IS sponsored by the Universuv C lub.

>

Cliffs Test Preparation Guide
can help you score higher. This
easy-to-use guide gives you
comprehensive preparation
including practice tests, answers
and thorough explanations. So
make sure you're ready for this
important test, get a Cliffs Test
Preparation Guide today.
Titles available for ACT. GED
(5 vol.). GMAT. GRE. NTE.
PSAT. SAT and ESSAY EXAM.

THURSDAY, OCT 29th

The CAMPUS STORE
will have free samples of new
products, balloons, & FUN!

oirMuno

Check us out & get free munchies too!
C A M P U S STORE i •

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • ! UNTIL 10 P M

Graduateci Savings.

Always 10% savings
on c u ffs Guides at
El Corral Bookstore
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O iu ' \v(H‘k o n ly , save' o n l l u 'g o l d r in g o f y o u r c h o ic t'. F o r c o m p k 'U ’
d e t a il s , ,s(v y o u r.lo s t(M I s ix 'p r i 's t M i t a l i u 'a t :

Venice Beach, 3000 B.C.

October 26 - 30
9 am - 4 pm
3 ^

Zeltzer Seltzer Natural Flavored Soda.
Paach, Raspbeny. Black Cherry. Blueberry.
Vanilla Oeme. not to mention Cola & Berry
Something totally else in the world.

HwmuiFuyoMDSOQa)

PaviiuMH plans availal'hv

JOSTENS
A M E R I C A ' S

EJGDrral
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